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Olympic, Titanic, Britannic
Forty-one essays on golf. Half of the essays are brand new, the others are all
reworked and rewritten, based on pieces that were originally published in Golf
Digest. Often biting, usually cranky, always hilarious and surprising this is Dan
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Jenkins at his best, writing about the sport he loves the most. I've always wanted to
do something for the golfer who has everything. I thought about a suede golf cart,
or maybe a pair of cashmere Footjoys. Then I settled on writing this book.

The Discovery of the Titanic
Step on board the world's most famous ship and follow the story of Frank
Goldsmith, a young passenger. In this large-format paperback, Frank's journey is
illustrated with fascinating cutaways allowing readers to see right inside the ship,
including a 4-pa

The Tuskegee Airmen
Titanic
Explores how the Titanic disaster became an icon for a variety of groups, including
suffragists and their opponents, radicals, reformers, capitalists, critics of
technology, racists, and xenophobes.

Titanic
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Gilded Lives, Fatal Voyage takes us behind the paneled doors of the Titanic’s
elegant private suites to present compelling, memorable portraits of her most
notable passengers. The intimate atmosphere onboard history’s most famous ship
is recreated as never before. The Titanic has often been called “an exquisite
microcosm of the Edwardian era,” but until now, her story has not been presented
as such. In Gilded Lives, Fatal Voyage, historian Hugh Brewster seamlessly
interweaves personal narratives of the lost liner’s most fascinating people with a
haunting account of the fateful maiden crossing. Employing scrupulous research
and featuring 100 rarely-seen photographs, he accurately depicts the ship’s brief
life and tragic denouement, presenting the very latest thinking on everything from
when and how the lifeboats were loaded to the last tune played by the orchestra.
Yet here too is a convincing evocation of the table talk at the famous Widener
dinner party held in the Ritz Restaurant on the last night. And here we also
experience the rustle of elegant undergarments as first-class ladies proceed down
the grand staircase in their soigné evening gowns, some of them designed by Lady
Duff Gordon, the celebrated couterière, who was also on board. Another wellknown passenger was the artist Frank Millet, who led an astonishing life that
seemed to encapsulate America’s Gilded Age—from serving as a drummer boy in
the Civil War to being the man who made Chicago’s White City white for the 1893
World Exposition. His traveling companion Major Archibald Butt was President
Taft’s closest aide and was returning home for a grueling fall election campaign
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that his boss was expected to lose. Today, both of these once-famous men are
almost forgotten, but their ship-mate Margaret Tobin Brown lives on as “the
Unsinkable Molly Brown,” a name that she was never called during her lifetime.
Millionaires John Jacob Astor and Benjamin Guggenheim, writer Helen Churchill
Candee, movie actress Dorothy Gibson, aristocrat Noelle, the Countess of Rothes,
and a host of other travelers on this fateful crossing are also vividly brought to life
within these pages. Through them, we gain insight into the arts, politics, culture,
and sexual mores of a world both distant and near to our own. And with them, we
gather on the Titanic’s sloping deck on that cold, starlit night and observe their alltoo-human reactions as the disaster unfolds. More than ever, we ask ourselves,
“What would we have done?”

Down with the Old Canoe: A Cultural History of the Titanic
Disaster (Updated Edition)
Many documentaries, articles, museum exhibits, books, and movies have now
treated what became known as the Tuskegee Experiment involving the black pilots
who gained fame during World War II as the Tuskegee Airmen. Most of these works
have focused on the training of Americas first black fighter pilots and their
subsequent accomplishments during combat. This publication goes further, using
captioned photographs to trace the airmen through the stages of training,
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deployment, and combat actions in North Africa, Italy, and Germany, in an
attractive coffee-table-book format. Included for the first time are depictions of the
critical support roles of doctors, nurses, mechanics, navigators, weathermen,
parachute riggers, and other personnel, all of whom contributed to the airmens
success, and many of whom went on to help complete the establishment of the
477th Composite Group. The authors have told, in pictures and words, the full story
of the Tuskegee Airmen and the environments in which they lived, worked, played,
fought, and sometimes died.

Inside the Titanic
In this New York Times bestseller, the author of A Night to Remember and The
Miracle of Dunkirk revisits the Titanic disaster. Walter Lord’s A Night to Remember
was a landmark work that recounted the harrowing events of April 14, 1912, when
the British ocean liner RMS Titanic went down in the North Atlantic Ocean, a book
that inspired a classic movie of the same name. In The Night Lives On, Lord takes
the exploration further, revealing information about the ship’s last hours that
emerged in the decades that followed, and separating myths from facts. Was the
ship really christened before setting sail on its maiden voyage? What song did the
band play as water spilled over the bow? How did the ship’s wireless operators fail
so badly, and why did the nearby Californian, just ten miles away when the Titanic
struck the iceberg, not come to the rescue? Lord answers these questions and
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more, in a gripping investigation of the night when approximately 1,500 victims
were lost to the sea.

Journey
The most terrifying events in history are brought vividly to life in this New York
Times bestselling series! Ten-year-old George Calder can't believe his luck -- he
and his little sister, Phoebe, are on the famous Titanic, crossing the ocean with
their Aunt Daisy. The ship is full of exciting places to explore, but when George
ventures into the first class storage cabin, a terrible boom shakes the entire boat.
Suddenly, water is everywhere, and George's life changes forever. Lauren Tarshis
brings history's most exciting and terrifying events to life in this New York Times
bestselling series. Readers will be transported by stories of amazing kids and how
they survived!

Gilded Lives, Fatal Voyage
Presents testimony by the owner and crew of the Titanic, crew members from
neighboring ships, passengers, and expert witnesses

The Ship of Dreams
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Launched in 1914, two years after the ill-fated voyage of her sister ship, RMS
Titanic, the Britannic was intended to be superior to her tragic twin in every way.
But war intervened and in 1915 she was requisitioned as a hospital ship. Just one
year later, while on her way to collect troops wounded in the Balkans campaign,
she fell victim to a mine laid by a German U-boat and tragically sank in the middle
of the Aegean Sea. There her wreck lay, at a depth of 400 feet, until it was
discovered 59 years later by legendary explorer Jacques Cousteau. In 1996 the
wreck was bought by the author of this book, Simon Mills. Exploring the Britannic
tells the complete story of this enigmatic ship: her construction, launch and life,
her fateful last voyage, and the historical findings resulting from the exploration of
the well-preserved wreck over a period of 40 years. With remarkable sonar scans
and many never before seen photographs of the wreck, plus the original Harland &
Wolff ship plans, not previously published in their entirety, Exploring the Britannic
finally details how the mysteries surrounding the 100-year-old enigma were laid to
rest, and what the future might also hold for her.

The Conquest of the Ocean
The perfect companion to AMC’s six-part television series James Cameron’s Story
of Science Fiction, this unique book explores the history and evolution of the genre
with contributions from the filmmakers who have helped bring it to life. For the
show, James Cameron personally interviewed six of the biggest names in science
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fiction filmmaking—Guillermo del Toro, George Lucas, Christopher Nolan, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Ridley Scott, and Steven Spielberg—to get their perspectives on
the importance and impact of the genre. This book reproduces the interviews in full
as the greatest minds in the genre discuss key topics including alien life, time
travel, outer space, dark futures, monsters, and intelligent machines. An in-depth
interview with Cameron is also featured, plus essays by experts in the science
fiction field on the main themes covered in the show. Illustrated with rare and
previously unseen concept art from Cameron’s personal archives, plus imagery
from iconic sci-fi movies, TV shows, and books, James Cameron’s Story of Science
Fiction offers a sweeping examination of a genre that continues to ask questions,
push limits, and thrill audiences around the world.

Story of the Titanic
A lavishly illustrated account of human travel with a foreword by Simon Reeve,
from the voyages of the Vikings to the flight to the Moon. Journeys have arisen
from all manner of impulse, from migration and the search for food, to pilgrimages,
trade, scientific curiosity, or simply the quest for adventure. Journey is a stunning
visual guide to the stories of human movement and endeavour, from The Silk Road
to the epic Voyager missions. Discover ancient maps, biographies of conquerors,
explorers, and travellers, stories of scientific discovery and technological
innovation, stunning works of art, and catalogues of travel-related memorabilia.
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This truly worldwide account is a glorious celebration of human journeys, and will
make an impressive gift for any lover of travel and history.

On Board the Titanic
Twelve glorious full-color poster tell the story of love and heroism that entralled
moviegoers and earned Titanic a record-tying eleven Academy Awards. Each
poster folds out to a gigantic 20 x 25 inches. Featuring the most memorable and
touching scenes between Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet and stunning
pictures of the "ship of dreams," these posters commemorate the movie event of
the decade and the tragic romance of the century.

Hindenburg
Offers a detailed account of the luxury liner's plunge into the ocean and discusses
the people involved in the tragedy and the re-discovery and exploration of the
vessel

Titanic
An engaging and vivid read by author and naval historian Brian Lavery, The
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Conquest of the Ocean tells the 5,000 year history of the remarkable individuals
who sailed the seas for trade, to conquer new lands, and to explore the unknown.
From the early Polynesian sailors to the first circumnavigations by the Portuguese
and the British, The Conquest of the Ocean explores the lives of these sailors and
their tales of epic sea voyages, great feats of seamanship, navigation, endurance,
and ingenuity. Explore the lives of famous land-seekers and globe-charters such as
Christopher Columbus, Captain James Cook, and Vitus Bering through eyewitness
accounts of their maritime adventures. Full color photographs, paintings, diagrams,
and maps are woven into the text to help tell the compelling stories of life at sea
that lie behind man's search for new lands, new trade, conquest, and uncharted
waters. From the conquest of Mexico to World War II, and the voyages of the
Vikings to the Exxon Valdez crisis, The Conquest of the Ocean covers the history of
ships and sailing in times of exploration, war, discovery, and disaster.

James Cameron's Titanic
Her Name, Titanic
Get kids reading with cool information about the subjects that interest them the
most. National Geographic Readers are high-interest, exciting, and easy to read.
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The latest in the series, Titanic is no exception. Just in time for the 100th
anniversary of the Olympic-class passenger liner's ill-fated journey, this title is
replete with brilliant photographs and exclusive in-depth coverage including Bob
Ballard's 1985 discovery. Brought to you only as National Geographic can, the
industrial feat of the powerful ship, the tragedy of the wreckage, and the
fascinating stories of survival bring the historical significance of the Titanic to a
new audience in this level 3 reader.

Ghosts of the Abyss
The story of the Titanic has mesmerized the world, and Titanic: An Illustrated
History brings to life in full color and vivid detail the tragic story of the great ocean
liner. It features the paintings of renowned Titanic artist Ken Marschall, which
inspired director James Cameron to create the epic film -- winner of 11 Academy
Awards, including Best Picture and Best Director.

Titanic Port
Choose a path and see if you can survive the RMS Titanic's fateful voyage.

Make Your Own Titanic
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National Geographic Readers: Titanic
This is the tragic story of the Titanic, the biggest and most luxurious ocean liner
the world had ever seen, which sank on her maiden voyage in April 1912.
Beautiful, double-page illustrations with amazing cross-sections and cutaway
details explain the construction and mechanical details of this gigantic ship and
reveal life onboard for passengers and crew. Each new illustration reveals different
aspects of life in the early 20th century, and the text highlights hidden details for
you to spot. As you follow the pictorial story of this world-famous liner, you will
discover how she was built and equipped, what kind of passengers and crew she
carried, and what facilities she offered onboard. You will also find out how she
struck an iceberg and met with disaster,why she sank so quickly, how many people
were saved, and how many lives were lost. You can compare the differences
between the Titanic's passengers-from the first-class millionaires to the third-class
emigrants-and find out how they dressed, where they ate and slept, and what they
did to amuse themselves during the voyage. You can also take a closer look at
some of the passengers and crew,and follow their different fates from the exciting
start of the voyage to its tragic end.

The Night Lives On
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The name Titanic has become synonymous with catastrophe, the story of this
luxurious liner legendary. Wrecked after colliding with an iceberg on her maiden
voyage, the loss of around 1,500 lives among her passengers and crew has gone
down in history as one of the most motive and tragic disasters in history. In this
evocative collection of photographs the full story of Titanic is told, set against the
backdrop of the great race to build the biggest and best passenger liner. From her
genesis in the shipyard of Harland & Wolff to the anticipation of her launch and
through her fitting out and sea trials, the excitement of Titanic’s maiden voyage is
keenly evident in the many rare and unusual images in this book. Looking at her
departure from Southampton and her stops at Cherbourg and Queenstown, and
including many photos never before published, this book follows the story to its
tragic conclusion, the role of Carpathia and the aftermath of this shattering
disaster.

James Cameron's Titanic Poster Book
Highlights the first-hand account of the exploration of the Titanic shipwreck

I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 (I Survived #1)
From the team who created "Titanic: An illustrated History", here is a beautifully
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illustrated look at the magnificent ships lost beneath the sea. 400 photos and
illustrations.

Lost Liners
This is one of the first and most famous books published after the sinking of the
Titanic, and contains much material from contemporary newspaper accounts. It
was written by Logan Howard-Smith (under the pen name of Logan Marshall), an
editor who specialized in the rapid publication of books about current events. For
this book, his crowning achievement, the initial print run was for no fewer than
110,000 copies. The publisher achieved this by running 11 presses simultaneously,
and the books were then sold door-to-door across America for a dollar apiece.
Although Marshall's own description of the sinking is melodramatic and
sensationalistic, the many verbatim interviews with survivors of the disaster have
stood the test of time, and are often cited in Titanic literature.

Titanic, Triumph and Tragedy
Foreword by James Cameron Introduction: Painting the Titanic Chapter One: Sailing
Day Chapter Two: Ship of Dreams Chapter Three: A Starlit, Moonless Night Chapter
Four: Disaster Chapter Five: Discovery Chapter Six: Chronicling Lost Ships Chapter
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Seven: The Making of the Titanic Epilogue Aftermatter

Exploring the Britannic
"Time is no more for the fifteen hundred souls who perished with them; but Honour
and Glory, by strange ways and unlooked-for events, have come into their own. It
was not Time, nor the creatures and things of Time, that received their final crown
there; but things that have nothing to do with Time, qualities that, in their power of
rising beyond all human limitations, we must needs call divine." "To say that all the
men who died on the Titanic were heroes would be as absurd as to say that all who
were saved were cowards. There were heroes among both groups and cowards
among both groups, as there must be among any large number of men." "In such
moments all artificial bonds are useless. It is what men are in themselves that
determines their conduct; and discipline and conduct like this are proofs, not of the
superiority of one race over another, but that in the core of human nature itself
there is an abiding sweetness and soundness that fear cannot embitter nor death
corrupt." The story of the sinking of the Titanic based on first hand accounts
collected in the days and weeks following the disaster. The story of the Titanic is
now well known, but in the months following the disaster wild speculation was rife.
On Thursday 22 May 1912, a mere 37 days after the sinking, respected London
publisher Grant Richards, delivered Filson Young's book to booksellers around the
capital. It was the first attempt to plot the demise of the unsinkable ship from a
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well-respected writer who had already argued in the light of the Oceana sinking,
for proper use of the wireless on board ships. Both Filson and Grant knew victims
of the sinking and both worked hard to gather first-hand testimony to use in the
book. Much of his telling of the story still stands today and his speculations about
the feeling of daily life aboard the doomed ship are used in books and films on the
subject.

The Titanic
The one illustrated book that tells the complete, heart-stopping story of the
legendary ship. "A fantastic book The 882 1/2 answers in this book truly are
amazing -- both for the scope of information they cover as well as for the depth of
details given." -- CM Magazine "For all trivia lovers this is a great book of questions
and answers and would prove useful to anyone who has an interest in the topic
from young readers through to adults." -- Resource Links It's all here. The
financiers and founders of the White Star Line; the building and launch; the ship's
features; the crew and passengers; the fateful collision; the scramble for lifeboats;
the sinking and the survivors; the high-tech discovery of the wreck; the movie. 882
1/2 Amazing Answers to Your Questions About the Titanic is packed with all of the
intriguing details and fascinating facts that tell the true story. It puts myths to rest
and confirms the truth. Was the Titanic really unsinkable? Were third-class
passengers locked down below? Were there enough lifeboats? Was there a Jack
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Dawson? Did the Heart of the Ocean diamond really exist? Was there a murderer
aboard the ship? It tells of the small tragedies for some survivors. Deceased
violinist Jock Hume's family received a bill for $3.50 for the cost of his uniform. A
baby was kidnapped on board the rescue ship, the Carpathia, by a woman who had
lost her child. Jack Thayer, who never got over the death of his son in the water,
took his own life thirty years after the sinking. Illustrated with dozens of accurate
paintings, diagrams and rare photographs, the book's special features include the
making of James Cameron's movie Titanic, a true-or-false quiz and the real-life
stories of the young people who sailed on the fateful voyage. 882 1/2 Amazing
Answers to Your Questions About the Titanic is a must-have purchase for all Titanic
enthusiasts.

James Cameron's Story of Science Fiction
"When James Cameron's film Titanic first sailed across the silver screen in 1997,
audiences were amazed by its special effects, cinematography, and love story. In
this updated edition, discover everything you've always wanted to know about [the
film] Titanic. "--Book flap.

882-1/2 Amazing Answers to Your Questions about the Titanic
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This breathtakingly illustrated true tale of discovery ties in with a groundbreaking
new 3-D, large-screen movie from the director-producer of "Titanic." 200+ fullcolor photos.

Ken Marschall's Art of Titanic
The extraordinary story of a time when giant silver zeppelins held the promise of
the future is vividly recounted in this volume, highlighted by hundreds of stunning
paintings and photos.

Titanic
Sitting around a dining-room table in 1907, the owners of the White Star Line
discussed their competition to the newly-built Cunard liners, Lusitania and
Mauretania. From that smoke-filled room came the first designs of three White Star
superliners. Olympic and Titanic were to be built at Harland & Wolff's yard in
Belfast, while the third ship was to follow after construction had been completed on
the first pair of sisters. The only ship to make a return passenger voyage was
Olympic and she was always overshadowed by her younger sisters. This is the
definitive story of Titanic's sister RMS Olympic. First published in 2004 to critical
acclaim, this new edition presents a revised expanded work from one the most
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successful maritime authors at work in Britain today.

Return to Titanic
A pictorial celebration of the world-famous sister ships: the Olympic-class liners A
maritime expert tells the story of the sister ships using previously unseen pictures,
passenger diaries, and deck plans, illustrating Olympic's successful career; the
premature ends of her two unfortunate sisters; and the experiences of those
onboard. Designed for passenger comfort, they were intended to provide luxurious
surroundings and safe, reliable transport rather than record-breaking speed.
Ironically, fate decreed that only Olympic would ever complete a single commercial
voyage and she went on to serve for a quarter of a century in peace and war.
Titanic's name would become infamous after she sank on her maiden voyage. The
third sister, Britannic, saw a brief and commendable career as a hospital ship
during World War I, sinking in the Aegean Sea in 1916.

Escape This Book! Titanic
This original and “meticulously researched retelling of history’s most infamous
voyage” (Denise Kiernan, New York Times bestselling author) uses the sinking of
the Titanic as a prism through which to examine the end of the Edwardian era and
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the seismic shift modernity brought to the Western world. “While there are many
Titanic books, this is one readers will consider a favorite” (Voyage). In April 1912,
six notable people were among those privileged to experience the height of
luxury—first class passage on “the ship of dreams,” the RMS Titanic: Lucy Leslie,
Countess of Rothes; son of the British Empire Tommy Andrews; American captain
of industry John Thayer and his son Jack; Jewish-American immigrant Ida Straus;
and American model and movie star Dorothy Gibson. Within a week of setting sail,
they were all caught up in the horrifying disaster of the Titanic’s sinking, one of the
biggest news stories of the century. Today, we can see their stories and the
Titanic’s voyage as the beginning of the end of the established hierarchy of the
Edwardian era. Writing in his signature elegant prose and using previously
unpublished sources, deck plans, journal entries, and surviving artifacts, Gareth
Russell peers through the portholes of these first-class travelers to immerse us in a
time of unprecedented change in British and American history. Through their
intertwining lives, he examines social, technological, political, and economic forces
such as the nuances of the British class system, the explosion of competition in the
shipping trade, the birth of the movie industry, the Irish Home Rule Crisis, and the
Jewish-American immigrant experience while also recounting their intimate stories
of bravery, tragedy, and selflessness. Lavishly illustrated with color and black and
white photographs, this is “a beautiful requiem” (The Wall Street Journal) in which
“readers get the story of this particular floating Tower of Babel in riveting detail,
and with all the wider context they could want” (Christian Science Monitor).
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Unplayable Lies
An illustrated journey back in time to the sinking of the Titanic draws on the latest
tools in underwater exploration to provide a close-up look at the changes in the
Titanic since its original discovery in 1985 and how it has been damaged over the
course of the two decades, calling for the preservation of such wrecks as historical
monuments.

RMS Olympic
A lavishly illustrated chronicle of the famous sea liner's fateful maiden voyage is
presented from the viewpoints of two survivors including a young passenger and a
crewman. Reprint.

The Titanic Disaster Hearings
Offers detailed descriptions of the Titanic, including its accommodations, and a
retelling of its sinking in the North Atlantic in April, 1912.

Titanic in Photographs
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Blast back to discover what life was like on the Titanic! You may have heard of the
movie Titanic, but what was life on the actual Titanic really like? This engaging
nonfiction book, complete with black and white interior illustrations, will make
readers feel like they've traveled back in time. It covers everything from how the
ship was built to what the passengers did for fun, and more. Find out interesting,
little-known facts such as how the anchor was so heavy that they needed to use
twenty horses to lift it and how the ship's musicians continued to play as the ship
sank. The unique details, along with the clever illustrations, make this series stand
out from the competition.

The Sinking of the Titanic and Great Sea Disasters
Titanic
An illustrated history of the sea tragedy recounts the life of the ship from its
construction to the discovery and exploration of its wreckage
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